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FCAT Study Guide 

Scientific Investigation Is what is used to learn about the natural world and solve problems 

Steps to conduct a 
scientific investigation 

• identifying a question or problem that can be answered or solved using
science

• researching what is currently known about the question or problem using
reliable sources of information

• predicting a likely answer to the question or solution to the problem using
the information gained through research

Testable Question • Can be answered by an investigation.
• Allows for collection and analysis of quantitative and/or qualitative data.
• Can be tested with age appropriate supplies and equipment.
• Is not answered with “yes” or “no” or by explanations in books.
• Does not ask how to perform a skill.

Observation Getting information using your senses. (see, hear, taste, touch and smell) there are 
different types of observations: 

a. Measurement – when you use a tool to collect data.

Record Keeping Scientist must record observations and measurements 

Inference Conclusions or predictions based on observations. 

Fact Is something that can be shown to be true through observations or measurements. 
 Ex.  The sun is larger than the moon 

Opinion Is a belief that cannot be proven. 
Ex. Raspberries taste better than blueberries 

Types of scientific 
investigations 

Survey – an investigation that uses questionnaires given and the answers are recorded  
       and analyzed. 

Model – an investigation that uses a picture, idea or object that represents on object 
       or process. 

Experiments -  an investigation that tests a hypothesis 
Experiment An investigation carried out under controlled conditions using variables. 

a. Independent Variable - the part of the experiment that is changed on
purpose to test its effects. 

b. Dependent Variable – the factor that is being measured in the experiment.

c. Controlled Variables - things that are held constant during an experiment to
make sure the experiment is fair and valid.

d. Control Group-the group in the investigation that that remains unchanged as
a basis of comparison

Name: ______________________________________________   Date: ___________________________________ 
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set of collected and recorded measurements or observations. 

Conclusion the outcome of the experiment based on the data collected. 

Trial a repeat of an experiment with a new collection of data or observations. 

Valid having adequate data or observations to support the conclusion. 

Universe 

Galaxy 

Solar system 

Sun 

Universe   galaxy        solar system           planet 

Is everything in existence (galaxies, solar systems and planets) 

are billions of stars, dust and gas held together by gravity. Our galaxy is the Milky 

Way. Our solar system is 8 planets revolving around the sun. 

is one star in the milky way galaxy, because it is the closest star to us it is the brightest 

Sun 
Asteroids 
Comets 
Meteoroids 

Planets 

moon 

Is the center of our universe and the closest star to Earth. are 
small bodies of rock and metal that orbit the sun 
are dust particles, frozen water and frozen gases that orbit the sun. 
are small bodies of rock that orbit the sun. Formed when pieces are knocked off of moons 
and asteroids. 
The largest bodies orbiting the sun. (8 planets: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter 
Saturn, Uranus,  Neptune) 
Are bodies of rock that orbit planets 

Inner planets are the small dense planets with rocky surfaces. They are the planets that are closest to the 
sun. 

Atmosphere Moons Rings Temperature Time to orbit sun 
Mercury no no no hot 87 days 
Venus yes no no hot 224 days 
Earth  yes 1 no mild 365 days 
Mars yes 2 no mild 686 days 

Outer Planets are large cold, planets made of mostly gas and are the farthest away from the sun. 
Atmosphere Moon Rings Temperature Time to orbit sun 

Jupiter yes 50 no cold 4332 days 
Saturn yes 53 yes cold 10,759 days 
Uranus yes 21 yes cold 30,684 days 
Neptune yes 13 yes cold 60,190 days 

Inner/outer planets All planets: have mass, rotate on an axis and revolve around the sun 
Inner planets: small, rocky surfaces, few or no moons, warm temperature and no 
rings. Outer planets: large, made of gas, cold, multiple moons and have rings. 

Revolution When one object moves around another. 
It takes the earth 365 days/1 year to revolve around the sun 

Rotation When an object spin on its axis. 
It takes the Earth 24 hours to rotate on its axis. 

Star movement at night Stars appear to move from west to east because of earth rotating on its axis 

Data 
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Star patterns You see different stars during the year because of earth revolving around the sun. 

Sun movement The sun/moon appears to rise in the east and set in the west because of Earth rotating on its 
axis 

Moon Phases 

It about a week between each phase. 

Mineral 

Rocks 

Minerals are identified by: 
Hardness- 
Color-how a mineral appear. 
Luster-how mineral reflects light 
Cleavage-how a mineral breaks along a smooth flat surface 
Streak color-when scratch on a streak plate the color of the streak 

Rocks are formed from minerals. There 3 types of rocks: 
Igneous-made from magma and lava 
Sedimentary- made from dead plants and animals and form layers. 
Metamorphic-made from igneous and sedimentary rock from heat and pressure within earth 
crust. 

Natural Resources 

Natural Resources found 
in Florida 

Renewable Resources 

Renewable Energy 
Sources 

Non Renewable 
Resources 

Nonrenewable energy 
sources 

Are any resources that come from Earth. 

Silicon, phosphate, limestone, sunlight and wind 

Are resources that can be replaced quickly (water, sunlight, plants and animals) 

Moving water (hydroelectric), wind, solar, geothermal 

Resources that cannot be replaced. It takes millions of years to form (rocks, fossil fuels, metals) 
Fossil fuels- coal, oil and natural gas  

Fossil fuel (coal, oil and natural gas), and fossil fuels. 

Physical weathering Breaking down of rock by wind, water, ice, temperature and plants 
Erosion Movement of rock by gravity, wind, water and ice. 
Water cycle There are 4 parts to the water cycle: 

Evaporation-water heats up turns to gas (water vapor) 
Condensation- water vapor cools off  and turn back to liquid   
Precipitation- once the clouds become saturated it falls from the clouds (rain sleet, snow hail) 
Run off- all the water on earth eventually ends back up to the ocean 

Weather 

Climate 

The conditions in the atmosphere at a particular time and place. 
(amount of precipitation,  humidity, wind speed air pressure) 
General weather of an area of over a long period of time (years) 
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Polar- cold, dry and minimal precipitation. 
Temperate- moderate temperature that change with the season. 
Tropical- warm can be wet or dry found near the equator the hottest point on Earth. 

Environments    Temperature           Humidity 
Desert                     hot             low 
Swamp                   hot/moderate                   high 
Tundra                very cold             low 
Mountain        cold/moderate              high/low 
Rainforest                     hot                 high 
Grassland                moderate                moderate 

Weather tools Temp-thermometer 
Humidity- hygrometer 
Air pressure- barometer (low air pressure sever weather, high air pressure fair weather) 
Precipitation- rain gauge 
Wind speed- anemometer 
Wind direction- wind vane 

Precipitation and 
proximity to water 

The warmer the temperature and the closer the land is to a body of water the more 
precipitation and humidity 

Clouds Cirrus – feathery and white (may be followed by rain or snow) 
Cumulonimbus –huge clouds that produce thunderstorms 
Cumulus- puffy and white fair weather clouds 
Stratus - flat and gray can bring rain and drizzle 

Properties of Matter Matter is anything that has mass and takes up space. 
Mass-the amount of matter in an object 
Volume-the total amount of space an object takes up 
Color-how is visibly appears 
Shape- 
Size- 
Texture-how an object feels 
Magnetic attraction- attraction to metal 

Tools used to measure 
matter 

Mass- scale or balance 
Volume – ruler (straight edges), graduated cylinder  (liquid) and irregular shaped objects (water 
displacement) 

States of matter      Shape             Volume 
Solid    definite                  definite 
Liquid   no          definite (takes on the shape of the container it is in) 
Gas       no        no       (take on the mass and shape of the container it is in     

  and spread out and fill the entire space) 
How temperature effect  Hot  cold 
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states of matter Solid            can turn into a liquid       stay a solid 
Liquid            can turn into a gas                  can turn into a solid 
Gas                 can turn into a liquid 

Mixtures Are separated based on their properties. Tools used: 
Magnet- magnetic attraction 
Sifter/sieving- small particles 
Sorting- larger particles 

To speed up the rate of 
dissolving 

Particle size 
Stirring and agitating 
Temperature 

Physical 
changes\chemical 
changes 

Physical changes     Chemical changes 
Evaporation         burning 
Condensation              rusting 
Freezing   cooking 
Melting                 decay 
Altering material( shape, form, volume) 

Forms of Energy Energy is the ability to do work. It can be changed from one form of energy to another. 
Light-energy you can see 
Heat-energy you can feel (heat travels from a warm object to cold object) 
Sound-energy created by vibrations of air.  
Electrical-movement of electrons. 
Mechanical (kinetic-energy of motion potential- energy of position) 

Light  
(things that give off light 
often give off heat) 

Visible light is the light we see. 
Light travels in a straight line. 
Light can: 
Reflect- when light bounces off on object. It still travels in a straight line. 

Refract-when light enter different materials at an angle it bend (when it travel through water) 

Absorb- sunlight is white light (it contains all the colors of the rainbow) most objects absorb the 
light) 
To see color- objects absorb color. The color that is not absorbed reflects back to our eyes and 
that is how we see that color. 
Light can pass through  

Sound 
Pitch 

Is produced by vibrations. 
Depends on how fast or slow the vibrations are: 
Low pitch-slow vibrations 
High pitch-fast vibrations 

Energy can cause motion 
or create change. 

Water can be used as an energy source. If water is held back and the potential energy build up 
once the water is released it can be used to generate power by releasing the water and it 
flowing downward.  

Air- Air can cause motion or create change through a windmill. As the wind blows its causes the 
windmill to move and that in turn generates power. 

Electrical Energy 
Closed circuit 

Moves charged particles from one place to another. The path that electron flow is a circuit. 
closed circuit provides an unbroken path through which electrical charges (electricity) can flow. 

Electrical energy can be 
transformed in other 
forms of energy 

Electrical-heat energy (stove, heater, hair dryer) 
Electrical-light (light bulb, stove, computer screen) 
Electrical-sound (electric guitar or radio) 

Conductors 
Conductor of electricity 

Anything that will allow energy or heat to flow. 
Copper, aluminum and silver 
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Conductors of heat Metals and crystals 
Insulators 
Insulators of electricity 
Insulator of heat 

Stops the flow of energy and heat. 
Rubber, glass, plastic and paper 
Plastic, wood, cloth and rubber 

Static electricity When items rub together the negative particles leave one object and the other object is left 
with positive charges so therefore the opposites attract. If both objects have a negative charge 
then objects repel. 

Types of forces Push and pull-push causes something to move away, pull-causes something to move away. 
Friction-two objects rubbing together 
Magnetism-attraction and repulsion of magnetic materials 
Gravity- attraction of objects that have mass. 

motion Change of position because of force (all motion begins with force) 
Balanced and unbalanced 
forces 

If two forces are being applied and the object does not move then the forces are balanced 
If two forces are being applied and the object moves then the forces are unbalanced. 
Force is measured with newtons. 

Parts of the Plant Roots- anchor the plant and takes in water and nutrients form the soil. 
Leaves- take in carbon dioxide from the air and absorb sun light from sun to make food through 
photosynthesis. 
Stems- provide support and allow water nutrients and food to travel throughout the plant. 
Flowers- all the plant to reproduce. Contains the male (stamen) and female (pistil) parts of the 
plant 
Seeds-fertilized egg that grows into a new plant. 
Eggs- parts of the plant when fertilized with pollen develop into a seed. 
Ovary- surrounds the egg and provides nutrients. It will develop into fruit. 
Petals- surround the reproductive organs and attract pollinators. 

Types of plants There two types of plants: 
Flowering: are seed bearing plants (ex: fruit, apples, daisies, tulips etc) 
Non flowering_ are seed bearing or non seed bearing plants (ex: pine trees) 
Non seed bearing plants use spores to reproduce. (ferns and moss) 

Life cycle of plants All organisms have a life cycle they go through: Birth, growth, development, reproduction 
and death 

 Flowering plant life cycle                                Non flowering plant life cycle 

Types of animals Animals are classified into two groups: 
Vertebrate- have a backbone    
Invertebrate- does not have a back bone but sometimes have a hard outer covering called an 
exoskeleton. 

Vertebrates and   Vertebrates       Invertebrates 
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Invertebrates common in 
Florida Florida panther Bottlenose dolphin Florida spiny lobster Snail 

Alligator Bobcat Aphids Sea Star (star Fish) 
Red deer skunk Jellyfish Butter fly 
Black bear River otter Scorpions mosquito 
Big brown bat raccoon Ants Anemone 
Red fox Eastern Coral Snake Love bugs Horseshoe crab 

Vertebrate Vertebrate are classified into 5 groups: 
Mammals Birds Reptiles amphibians fish 

Body covering Hair or fur Feathers Hard scales Soft moist skin scales 
Reproduction Live birth/feed 

young 
Hard shell 
eggs 

Leathery 
eggs 

Jelly like eggs Eggs with no 
shell 

Breathing Lungs Lungs Lungs Gills when 
born/lungs 
adult 

Gills (get oxygen 
from water) 

Movement Limbs wings/fly Limbs Limbs fin 
Body 
Temperature 

Warm blooded Warm 
blooded 

Cold 
blooded 

Cold blooded Cold blooded 

Life cycle of animals 

Life Cycle of Insects 

All animals’ life cycles includes the following stages: egg, embryo (after egg is fertilized), infant 
(after birth), adolescent (growth and development) and adult stages. 
Complete metamorphosis is the four stages in an insects life cycle in which it undergo 
complete physical change they look totally different from the adult stage. The four life stages 
are: embryo, larva, pupa and adult. 
Incomplete metamorphosis- is the three stages in its life cycle the animals and insects look like 
smaller versions of an adult. 

Incomplete metamorphosis:                   Complete Metamorphosis 

Adaptations A special structure or behavior that enables an animal to survive and reproduce. 
Structural adaptations- parts of the body that help an organism to survive and reproduce. 
Behavioral adaptation- behaviors (how an organism acts) that help it survive and reproduce. 

  Structural           Behavioral 
Plants Animals Plants Animals 

Cacti (spines) 
smooth waxy leaves 

Cheetah spots 
(camouflage) 

Roots growing down 
to get water 

Wild cats hide in 
trees so they can see 
their prey 

Rosebush (thorns) Polar bears -thick fur 
White fur 

Plants leaning 
towards a light 

Opossums play dead 
so predators will 
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source think they’re dead. 
Water Lily(shallow 
roots)  Rabbits have huge 

ears to help them 
hear predators 

Plant response to 
touch. Tomato vine 
growing around a 
pole. 

Chinese alligators 
burrow together in 
winters months to 
hibernate. 

Rice seeds can 
germinate in water 
without soil 

Lizards have long 
fast moving tongues 
to help them catch 
insects 

Skunks spray a fluid 
with a foul odor for 
protection 

Ecosystem 
Producer 
Consumer 
Sun 

Food chain 

Is the relationship among organisms, resources and their habitat (there home). 
Are organisms that make their own food (plants). 
Are organisms that eat plants or other animals 
In most ecosystems energy is provided by the sun. The sun is needed by plants in order to go 
through photosynthesis and make their own food. 

Shows the way energy flows in an ecosystem between animals and plants. 

Producers- are the first level of the food chain because they can make their own food from the 
sun. 
Herbivores-are the second level of the food chain because they eat plants. 
Omnivores-are the third level of the food chain because they eat plants and animals. 
Carnivores- are the fourth level of the food chain because they eat only animals. 

Producer            herbivore     carnivore                carnivore 

Example of food chain with herbivore: 
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Human Body Organs 
Small intestine- breaks down food even more and then it 
absorbs all the nutrients back into the blood. 

Large Intestine- it absorbs water back into the blood. 

Stomach- crushes the food and then release 
stomach acid to further break down food. 

Liver- cleans the blood coming from the digestive 
organs and changes food into forms that can be stored. 
Bile neutralizes stomach acid. 

Pancreas- releases chemicals that break 
down food into the small intestines and it 
releases insulin that is used to break down 
sugar. 
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Kidney- filters harmful things out of your blood, 
regulate the amount of water in your body and then 
sends waste (urine) to bladder 

Bladder- storage of urine until full and then you 
urinate. 

Heart -Pumps and keeps blood 
flowing through the body. 

Lungs - brings oxygen to the 
blood and remove carbon 

Brain - control center of body that carries 
information back and forth between brain 
and organs. 
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	Rabbits have huge ears to help them hear predators

